
	
 I like saying the word, “conundrum.”  There is something about how it sounds.  Perhaps it is the two n’s 
and one m that give it a nice nasal ring.   While I like saying the word, I do not like living with a conundrum 
which is “a confusing or difficult problem or question.”
	
 Conundrum describes our situation with the 2014-2015 budget.  It presents us with a conundrum on 
three fronts:  timing, dollar amount and the unknown future.
	
 In regard to timing, it’s a perennial problem.  The state’s deadline to have a budget is June 30 and many 
times in the past they have not met their deadline.  Even when they meet the June 30 deadline (which is usually 
last hour when they do) it is usually a few weeks until it is sorted out and we know what our state allocation will 
be for the next year.  The district’s budget deadline is also June 30 so we end up adopting our budget without 
knowing the state allocation.  Given that 55% of our funding comes from the state,  we take quite a leap of faith 
to adopt a budget.
	
 This year, the timing may be exacerbated.  Governor Corbett has said he will not sign a budget bill until 
the pension and liquor systems are addressed.  Oh boy.  Those are big issues and I agree 100% that the pension 
issue must be addressed.  The political hot potato that pension reform is will likely push a budget well into the 
future.
	
 The second budget conundrum relates to guessing the amount of our state allocation.  In February, the 
Governor proposes a budget.  We usually use his numbers to develop our budget.  Using his numbers and a .33 
mill tax increase ($33.00 on a $100,000 home), we developed a budget that only has a $97,000.00 deficit.  I say  
only because in terms of a 31 million dollar budget, that is not significant.  It has given rise to talk of reducing 
the tax increase and hoping for a good year.  If we have no tax increase our deficit goes to $387,000;  but, storm 
clouds have entered the picture.
	
 When the Governor proposes a budget in February, he estimates the revenue to come into the state for 
the months of February through June.  Unfortunately, revenue came in at an estimated $1.6 billion below 
projections.  That means the Governor will have to make significant cuts to his budget.  We have been told not 
to count on something called the accountability block grant which was where the Governor put his increase in 
education.  That would would move our 14-15 projected deficit from $97,000.00 to  $403,000.  Without a tax 
increase that deficit goes to $693,000.
	
 This guessing on the amount to come from the state is a harrowing and fruitless exercise. On June 10, 
Senate President Pro Tempore Joe Scarnati  said,  "It's always painfully slow at the beginning of June when 
budget talks start to get serious,” said Scarnati, R-Jefferson County. "But we got dog years ahead of us."  What 
he meant is that 21 days is plenty of time to haggle over a state budget because no one gets serious until a 
deadline looms.  Easy for him to say.
	
 What will happen with the state budget over the next two weeks will be the result of many closed door 
meetings where legislative leadership will meet with the Governor to work out deals and compromises.  
Suddenly, at some point, they will emerge with an announcement of an agreement with precious little details 
about the agreement.  They tell their party members how to vote and then we have a budget.  In the weeks that 
follow, we will get details about what the budget means to us specifically.  “Strange way to run a railroad!”
	
 The third conundrum we face is related to some significant unknowns of the future.  The first thing to 
understand is that Act 1 of 2006, limits the amount a school district can raise taxes in a given year.  This law 
was enacted to keep districts from going years with no tax increase and then suddenly finding it necessary to 
institute a large tax increase that sends people reeling.  That is probably a good thing but there has been one 
unintended consequence:  when you have such volatility with issues such as the pension system and health care 
costs, it is safer to raise taxes a little every year because if you find yourself needing a large influx of cash any 
one year, you cannot get it.  We have looked at the rising pension contribution for our district over the next 
decade and calculate that by 2026-2027, we will have used all of our cash reserves even with a steady tax 
increases and the budget will be approximately 2 million dollars out of balance on annual operating costs.  We 
have done an excellent job reducing health care costs at the present time but who knows what the future will 
bring.  The new health care law is full of hurdles ahead.  And, with the redistricting of legislative districts, there 
is talk about more school dollars going to eastern PA which will hurt the districts in western Pennsylvania.
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 I have tallied in previous Lancer Letters the many cuts we have made in our budget – cuts that resulted 
in over a $1.2 million dollar reduction of annual operating costs.  We do not have any cuts left that we can make 
without impacting programs.
	
 At this point you’re probably saying, “Glad I’m not on school board!”    The deadline for submission of 
this letter is before our board meeting when we have to come up with an answer;  but, you will read this after 
the meeting.  You’ll have the advantage of not living the conundrum.  Just say the word.  It rolls off the tongue.
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